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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND ITS JUSTIFICATION 
Statement of the problem. The purpose of this thesis is t0 pro-
vide additional data concerning voice quality disorders by determining 
the eXistence of similarities or diss~milarities of voice quality 
disorders among the high school students of the Eastern and Wester~ 
New England Dialect regions. 
Justification of the survey. The availability of research data 
om voice quality disorders and the accessability of voice quality 
1/ 
cases to the speech correctionist is noted by Van Riper when he says:-
uvoice disorders account for'only ten or fifteen per cent 
of the· speech correctionist cases, but they are frequently the 
most difficult of all problems. The reasons for this difficulty 
are, no doubt, the lack of research, the complexity of the problem, 
and the fact that such cases have usually been treated by 
elocution and sin~g teachers, rather tnan members of the 
medical or speech-correction professions~ The literature is 
scanty and scattered. ·Except for certain· occupations such as 
the ministry, teaching, and entertainment, the average voice 
defect is not a handicap, since communication is still possible, 
a factor which does not hold true in stuttering or articulatory 
difficulties .~• 
1/ Charles Van Riper, Speech Correction Principles and Methods, 
Prentlce-Hall, Inc., Third Edition, New York, 1954, p. 279. 
-1~ 
.e 
Stanley Ainsworth describes the disagreemen~ and confusio~ which 
1/ 
surrounds voice quality disorders in the followi~g way;-
111W':i..th the possible &1Xceptio:n of stuttering there is n® area 
of speech defects which inspires whole hearted disagreeme~t as 
quality. Scientific research in regard to the character of voice 
quality and etiology of voice defects has repeatedly rillll. into 
a blank wall. As a result, what we know is largely by emperical-
experience leads us: tt2> say 1~thistt is wrong, to recommend and 
carry out tQthese tt measures, and freque~tly, to get g<Dod results. 
But actually, we know very little. Alll.y attempt to analyze the 
written material in this area results in utter confusion. For 
instance there are more than one hundred terms used iR various 
~extbooks and articles tG describe ~'kinds 1l of voice quality. 
Mam.y of them are figurative terms to deRote tlquali tyll which 
impresses the imaginatioJJJ. of the teacher of voice. Adjectives 
have been borrowed from all sorts of related fields, visual, 
physiological, and spatial terms are used to describe auditory 
phenomena. ~• 
The need for a re--examination of the present 'theories and meth®ds 
2/ 
is called for byArleigh B. Williamson:-
"In an experimental study on diagnosis :;md remedy of . nasality 
covering eight years and a similar study of hoarse voice, cover-
ing ten years, I found my data and results widely divergent 
from generally accepted theories and methods of the greater number 
of authoritive writers on voice. This pointed to a need for 
some re-examination of the fundamental concept of voice correction 
and for new experimentation in corrective procedure. It alsm 
raised the question: are out graduate speech departments fully 
equipped to train teachers in this important specialty? 
The same question arose as a result of my experience as 
department administrator. 
The facts taken together, point to a need for a study of 
the extent and adequacy of our preparation of teachers of 
speech who are going to have to ramedy voicEB defects.~~ 
1/ Stanley Ainsworth, Speech Correcti®h Methods, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
New York, 1948, p. ll • 
2/ Arleigh B .. Williamson, "Symposium on Adequacy of Training of Voice 
Specialist,n Quarterly Journal of Speech, (April, 1946), 32::ili.5-l60. 
2 
In the article by Williamson a letter by Virgil Anderson noted 
l/ 
the complexity of voice quality and the lack of information:-
nr would not·for a moment condemn or critize this point 
of View generally, but the fact remains that voice is still· 
a very complex product of a delicate, intricately mechanism, 
and many of the factors which contribute to its production and 
help shape the final end product are far from being clearly 
understood and maybs for a long, lolll.g time • 1t 
Scope of the survey. This study is concerned with only one of the 
many complexities of voice quality disorders cit~d by the ab0ve 
authorities; that of providing additional research data by analyzing 
the voice quality disorders in selected towns in Eastern and Westerm 
New England. 
l/ Arleigh B. Williamson, op.cit., p. 154. 
3 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH 
The reView of related research covers the following seven areas1 
(l) voice quality; (2l maturation of the voice; (3) elementary school 
survey; (4) junior high school survey; ~5) senior high school surveys; 
(6) university surveys; and (7) judging. 
Voice ~ality 
Our voice quality sets us apart from the other members of our 
social milieu. Voice quality is a singular characteristic which we 
alone possess. Our voice quality is used by others to judge our 
attitude and emotional state. Voice quality is an expression of our 
total personality. This attribute of voice or instrument is defined 
:::_/ 
by Judson and Weaver as: 
~-Quality (timbre, klangfarbe, tone color, clang), may be 
defined as that characteristic of sounds of voice or another 
instrument, which distinquishes them from the sounds of the 
other voices or instruments; even though all the sounds may be 
equal in pitch and loudness. This pr,operty of a tone is far 
more complicated than either pitch or amplitude .. t1 
The elusive nature of voice quality has been noted by many writers 
2/ 
but none so aptly as Stanley Ainsworth:-
·1/ Lyman Spicer Judson, and Andrew Thomas Weaver, Voice Science, 
F. S.-Crofts and Company,_New York, 1942, p. 289. 
----===-= 
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ItA definition of voice quality may be unsatisfactory but 
an attempt should be made. It may be described as that attribute 
of voice which ~ when pitch and loudness are held constant -
distinguishes it from others - a mysterious rxr element.•~ 
According to Paul Moses, the first systematic attempt to analyze 
l/ 
voice was in the sixteenth century:-
~Speculation about the functional relationship between 
voice and body structure has been advanced since antiquity. But 
the history of morphology and phenomenology credits Giovanbattista 
della Porta, a Neapolitan physician who lived from l545_to 1615, 
with the first systematic attempt_ to analyze the voice.'~ 
Voice quality has still another facet. When a person's voice is 
displeasing to society, he is noted as haVing a voice quality disorder. 
This reaction to the displeasing side of our voice has been associated 
with the historical ideology of a people. Ernest Pulgram took ex-
ception to this line of reasoning after he heard it expressed in a 
broadcast sponsored by the National Association of Educational 
2/ ' 
Broadcasters:-
liAs we learn our language from our mother r s lips, we also 
learn the customs-and attitudes of our society, for language 
reflects culture ••••• The German mother talks with a rasp:img 
voice and authoritarian severity of a female drill sargent.tt 
The association of voice quality disorders to the dialect or 
geographic regions may inferred from the following general discussion 
l/ Paul J. Moses, The Voice of Neurosis, Grune and Stratton, 
New York, 1954, p. 87. 
2/ Ernest Pulgram, ~tLanguage and National Character, tt 
Quarterly Journal of Speech, (December, 1954), 40::393-400, p.394. 
6 
1/ 
by Paul Moses:-
"All ciVilized people in the world today have narrowed their 
vocal range for speaking, but Wi~;hin various cultures, considerable 
differences have developed. Kmong Oriental peoples, singing and 
speaking are distinctly separate functions. Singing is high, speake 
.ing is low. There seems to be some geographical differentiation. 
As we approach the Equator'there is a greater frequency of high 
male and low female voices. Some hnguages, such as the Romance 
languages, permit greater vocal freedom than others. An Italian 
Will use a wider range in everyday speech than a Scotsman. Even 
more interesting is the fact that there are great range variations 
Within the dialects of any one language. In a radius of a few 
miles in Germany, France, · Italy or Spain one . may hear completely 
different speaking ranges, corresponding to local dialects. The 
evolution of these dialects has been affected by the language of 
the tribes who roiginally lived there, by invasions and infiltrations 
or by isolation. Still, if one holds that play on the vocal range 
is the emotional background to articulation, the vocal differences 
in dialects assume a complex significance that has not yet been 
explained.u 
Maturation of the Voice 
The voice change in bpys and girls has been noted as occurring be~ 
tween the ages of 10 and 18. Helen Sullivan Knight says that nvoice 
change may be expected to take place between the ag~s of 13 and 15 w.Lth 
. 2/ 
girls and frequently earlier in the boys.~~- Eldon K. Jerome said, 
"The only reference regarding specifications where change of voice occurs 
3/ 
seems to be one cited by Dr. J. S. Greene in which he quoted Paulson:-
ttpaulson found, when investigating changes in children 1 s 
voices as modified by age during the period of mutation, that 
50% of the children's voices began to quiver at the age of 13, 
70% at the age of 14, and 80% at the age of 15.tt 4/ 
l/ Paul Moses, op. cit.,_p. 41-42. 
2/ Helen Sullivan Knight, llVoice Problems~;~:, National Association 
of Secondary Principals Bulletin, (November, 1950), 34r48e54, p. So. 
3/ Eldon K.· Jerome, tllChange of· Voice in Male Adolescents, 1~ ~arterly 
Journal of ~pe~ch, (Dece~ber, 1937), 23:648-653, p. 648. · 
4/ Dr. J. S .. Greene, 1lFalsetto Voice in· Miles with a Demonstration 
-="".ofdQ.~-:Cp:r::_eQ.A;:_C!:_S_!?_~,,I~=Jda..:c.y;p.ggJ,Qgy_:,.-::l,92.l,,-,.XXXI:,"=P-=•=--:33-•=--:-c"'"=--==-c::c=='--=~=-====-'=- "-"=-===--=-:-=-:-_-, 
II ~I 
-~! .. 
Jerome quotes Seth and Guthrie as saying,- "The change of voice 
may take from six to eighteen months to complete; in urban populations 
and southern climates it develops earlier than in the country and in 
2/ 
the north.IC 
E. Thayer Curry conducted a study of pitch characteristics in three 
groups of adolescents in which he controlled; one, the physical size, 
. - -
two, chronological age, three, reading comprehensioh, four, the speaking 
ability and five, the intelligence. The ages for the three gnoups of 
3/ 
six subjects was 10, 14 and 18. Curry noted,- ttThe most striking feature 
of Table 1 /General Measurement of Vocal PitchY. is the difference of 
approximately one octave between the pitch level of the fourteen and 
eighteen ~ year ~ old subject groups. The respective values being 
241.5 and 137.5 c.p .. s.n 
If the presence of hoarseness is taken as a significant factor in 
the maturation of the voice, then the age of voice change may be even 
lower. Curry quotes from a German study that 
~latau and Gutzman reported that only 236 (42%) out of 575 
examinees demonstrated a clear, hoarse~free conversational voice .. 
/The age range was from seven to 12 and two peaks of hoarseness 
were noted. 7 The first peak at the age seven where 66% of the 
subjects exhibited the symptoms; the second peak showed 58% of 
the boys With hoarseness at 13 and 14. Among the boys hoarseness 
decreased rapidly from age seven to age nine; the manifestation 
.then increased in orrurrence until the period of the second peak 
in the 13..,14 year group." ~ 
1/ Eldon K. Jerome,_ op. cit., P• 649. 
4IJ 2/ Seth and Guthrie, Speech in Childhood-Its Development and Dis~ 
orders, 04ford Universi~y Press, London, 1935, p. 200e20l. 
~--~~~ ·r-----
1 
i 
8 
In the study conducted by Curry of 80 boys; 4o age ten, and 4o age 
fourteen, he concluded, n. 
• • It was the judgement of the three trained 
speech correctionists that 55% of the 10 year old subjects and 80% of 
the 14 year old subjects would be diagnosed as 1 hoarse~husky1 in voice 
. . 1/ 
quality.u-
Elementary School Survey 
A survey of voice and language in one hundred fifth grade pupils 
of an elementary school in a suburb of Boston, Massachusetts by Edward 
Barry concluded that, "When the group was divided by sex, both boys and 
. . 2/ 
girls showed the same number of voice errors in the general areas."- An 
interpretation of Table V ~Frequency of Voice Errors Occurring in Oral 
Recall in Paragraphs Four and Five 7 indicated that approximately 35% 
- 3/ 
of the pupils had voice quality disorders.- The same table indicated 
the percentages for five ~pecific voice quality disorders noted were; 
huskiness 20.5%, nasality r.o%, raspiness 3.5%, breathiness 2.5%, and 
high pitch (stidency) 2.0%. Barry also concluded, "The difference in 
mental ages' of a group does not influence the development of speech pat-
. 4/ 
terns and voice quality.~~-
J:./ E. Thayer (Curry, op. cit., p.25. 
2/ Edward Barry, An-Analysis of Voice and Language Characteristics · 
In Oral-Recall Situation, Unpublished Master 1 s Thesis, Boston University, 
1952, p. 52. 
l_f Ibid, p. 97. 
' ~/Edward Barry, op. cit., p. 97. 
I' 
Junior High School Survey 
Diane Reese Evans conducted a more specific survey of speech dis-
. 1/ 
orders in three Junior High Schools of Cleveland Heights, Ohio.- She 
examined a total of 224 pupils who were just completing the ninth grade. 
The pupils were scaled on a one-inferior, and sevenesuperior, rating 
scale. Seventy, 31 per cent, were of foreign born parents. In summing 
up the survey she noted! 
·';~Voices which were not definitely unpleasant were marked· 
4, 'adequate'~ Of the total number, 34, or 15%-were pleasing, 
while 102, or·46%, were a·handicap to the child. Sixteen voices 
were metallic, 18 muffled, 35 hoarse or husky, and 31 monotonous. 
The voices of many of the boys were in the process-of 1 changingr 
and were lacking in control of pitch and intensity.,tt 3_/ 
Senior High School Surveys 
The state wide survey of speech disorders in the Illinois High 
Schools by Carhart reported the incidence of speech defects as being 
. 3/ 
20.8%: The findings for the survey were based on the following~ one, 
a questionnaire was "sent to every accredited Illinois High School; two, 
returns were received from 577 out of 815 schools; three, 4o5 of the 
577 returns were usab~e. These returns represented 144,570 students, 
67,532 were ·boys and 77;038 were girls. It should be noted that the 
questionnaire was completed by the average teacher, 78.2 per cent being 
1/ Diane Reese Evans, t~Report of Speech Survey in the 9-A Gradett, 
Quarterly Journal of Speech, (February, 1938), 24:83-89. 
'!:_/ Ibid, ·p. 89. 
3/ Raymond Carhart, ttA Survey of· Speech Defects in Illinois High 
SchooTsn, Journal of Speech Disorders, (March, 1939), 4_:61-70, p. 66. 
:::c .. -::c:..==-= --'-1 =--="""-=c=oc=-=·==-:=·:-: ·:o:-::c· • ------ .... ..:=.=:-c==-.--:=.=-cc:::;-=-:cc·'-'~--:co= :=cc=---'-==-==--~-==c='--=-:·:.: =-:=-=--c=.::.-.=-=·= ---- ~-==-=::.·=..c·.: 
I 
English teachers. The questionnaire noted three general areas of 
speech disorders, voice, articulation, and rhythm problems. This 
was enlarged by alloWing the examiner to note the combination of 
any two. The survey reported a decreasing incidence of defects 
1/ 
from the ninth through the twelfth grade.- . The specific per-
centages for speech defects were: articulation, 7.38 per cent; 
voice and articulation, 3.38 per cent; voice, 4.70 per cent; 
stuttering, 1.54 per cent; stuttering and articulation, 2.40 per 
. . 2/ 
cent; and stuttering and voice, 1.42 per cent.-
About the same time as Carhart was conducting his survey, 
Earl S. Kalp conducted a smaller survey of the sophomores in the 
.3/ 
Des Moines High School.- Kalp made a diagnostic speech survey 
of 1372 sophomores in grade lO~A. The actual testing was done by 
the teachers from grade 10-B.. Of the total tested 265 were rated 
.4/ 
good, 804 were ratad fair, and 291 (21.1%) were rated poor.-
l/ Carhart, op. cit., p.66. 
2/ Ibid, p. 66. 
3/ Earl S~ Kalp; ttA Survey of the Des Moines High School Speech 
Course of Study", Quarterly Journal of Speech, (February, 1938 ), 
24·:90-95. 
~ Ibid, p. 91. 
11 
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1/ 
The major findings were:-
1. 
2 .. 
3. 
4: 
5. 
Instances of jerky rhythm noted •••• :~~~~~~362; 
Instances of oral inactivity noted ~:~~~ •• 284; 
Instances of too rapid rate noted ••• ~. ~ •• :164, 
Incorrect formation of speech sounds •••••• 
Voice quality . . - . ~ . . -
a. muffled voice~~~~~~~~-~ •••• ~.~233, 16% 
b. denasal voice~:~ •• ~~---~~ •• ~.~213; 16% 
c. breathy voice •••••• ~:~.:; •• ~~-175; l~ 
d~ hoarse, husky voice~~~----~~-~154; ll% 
e. nasal voice ..................... 109, 8% 
6. Vocal control 
a. poor flexibility •••••••••••••• 25o, 18% 
b. weak intensity ••••••••••••••• 200, 14% 
26% 
21% 
12% 
Kalp also pointed out, t\It is quite likely that this statistical 
picture is underdrawn rather than overdrawn ..... The ~peech expert would 
. '?./ 
probably detect many more such difficulties. tt -
A much smaller representative sampling of sophomores from a 
high school in Kansas City, Missouri, by D. W. Morris reported 
')./ 
an incidence of 14 per cent of the students With voice disorders.-
A total of 193 students were selected from the records in the school 
office. From this total 178 were examined (77 boys and 101 girls), 
by the author and the educational counselor for the school. The 
educational counselor had been previously briefed on the meaning 
of a speech defect, and he was the final judge. The students were 
rated on the Barnes Rating Scale. This scale rates from one, inferior 
to seven, superior. The students who were doubtful or defective were 
YEarlS. Kali?, op. cit., p. 91. 
'!:_/ Ibid~ p. 91 .. 
3/ D. W. Morris, 11A Survey of Speech Defects in· Central· High School, 
KansasCity, Missouri, 1t Quarterly Journal of Speech, (kpril, 19:39), 
25:262.,.269. 
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II 
re-examined. From the random sampling the author made the following 
conclusion: 
ltQf the random sampling of the 178 school sophomores 
examined 14% were found to have defects in voice and/or 
speech. Of these students 7.9% were classified as mildly 
defective, 5.6% as having defects of medium severity, and 
0.5% as severely defective .t\~/ · 
The age range for the above students was 13 to 17 years, with 
an average age of 14.72. Twenty-one of 25 speech defective students 
had spent their entire school life in Kansas City. 
Russell N. Garland conducted a survey of voice and articulation 
disorders in three high schools of suburban Boston, Massachusetts, 
which is similar to the present survey. 2/ Garland tested 200 
students from two towns, 100 from each town. Ninety-four were boys 
and lo6 were girls. All of the students were juniors ranging in 
age from 13 to 18. Garland reported, UThe number of students with 
an articulation difficulty, either alone (27.5%) or together with 
3/ 
voice (21.5%) accounts for approXimately half of those tested (49%). tt-
Garland also noted, ttVoice difficulty as it appeared in combination 
with articulation (21.5%) and alone (9%) compromises an incidence of 
. 4/ 
nearly a third (29.5%) of the two hundred tested.~- The boys had 
a percentage of 67.02 per cent for over-all difficulty, while 
the girls had a percentage of 51.88 per cent, the difference is 
~/D. W. Morris, op. cit., p. 269. 
12 
2/ Russell N. Garland, A Survey of Voice and Articulation Difficulties 
of High School Students-in Suburban Boston, Unpublished Master 1 s Thesis, 
Boston University, 1951 • 
. 
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4/ Ibid, p. 27. 
I, 
II 
1/ 
15.14 per cent.- The percentage of boys 
"2/ 
per cent and the girls 5.56 per cent.-
with voice problems was 12.78 
The percentages for the eight y 
voice quality disorders noted in the survey were: 
Breathy • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 2.5% 
Raspy ~ •••••••• • ...... 0.5% 
Hoarse •••• o •••••••••••• 2~0% 
Strident: ••••••••••••••• o.5%. 
MUffled ••••• o •••••••••• 9~5% 
Harsh : • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • 0 ~5% 
Nasal • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • .. 5~0% 
Denasal • • • .. • • • ·• • • • • • • • • 2.5% 
Garland reported "The dominant voice :8.ifficulty, inflexibility, 
. 4/ 
occurred in 14.5% of the total tested. t~ - The second most prominant 
voice diso~der was speaking too fast; 10.5 per cent of the group had 
this fault. The muffled voice quality ( 9.5% ) appeared as the third 
most frequently reported voice disorder. 
University Surveys 
Wilbur E. Moore conducted a survey of 453 college students taking 
. 5/ 
first year speech courses.- The following findings on Voice quality 
disorders were reported; one, 32 had breathy voices; two, 30 had 
metallic voices; three, 29 had a nasal Whine; and four, 28 had harsh 
voices. A total of 119 ( 28.4% ) were deficient in phonation. The 
~/ Russ~ll_N. Q-arland, op. cit., p. 29 • 
3/ Ibid,,p. 30. 
'}_/ Ibid.,p. -35. · 
l!f Ibid., P!~ 35. 
· 5/ Wilbur E. Moore, t~Personality Traits and Voice· ~uality Defic·ieri--
cies,V Journal of Speech and Hearing Disorders, (March, 1939), 4~33e36. 
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evaluation was done by two advanced speech students. 
A survey by D. E. Morley reported 1,220 clinical cases of speech 
. . 1/ 
disorders in 33,339 university students. - Of the total examined, 
19,730 were males and 13,609;w~re femaies. The clinical cases re~ 
presented 3.85 per c~nt of the total! Eight hund.J:'ed and eighteen 
( 67.50~ ) of the clinic~l c~ses were males and 402 ( 32.34% ) were 
females. Morle~.reported l~.o4 per cent of the clinical cases were 
voice disorders. Of the 15.o4 per cent, 58.3 per cent were males, 
and 41.7 per cent were females. 
A study of voice quality disorders which was done in conjunction 
With the evaluation of the Voice Visualizer by J. Edward Conners 
reported, ~Approximately eleven hundred students were screened dur-
ing the preliminary testing phase, out of which 4o cases were finally 
selected. This represents approximately 4 per cent of the populate 
2/ 
ion tested ••• " -
T. D. Hanley selected 67 college men as being representative of 
. 3/ 
the three major dialect regions of the United States.- The 67 
were reduced to 27 on the basis of two thirds of the judges agree~ 
ing on the origin of the subjects and acceptability of the subjectts 
speech as being representative of the dialects region. The mean 
1/ D. E;. Morley_; '!ill. Ten-Year Survey of Speech Disorders Ameng 
University Students, tn Journal of Speech and Hearing Disorders, (March, 
1952), 17:2) ... 31. 
2/ J .. Edward Conners, 1tEvaluation of the Voice Visualizer as an 
Aid in Teaching Voice Improvement,lfl Unpublished Master's Thesis, Bose 
ton University, 1954, p. 21. 
3/ T. D. Hanley, '~An Analysis of Y?c~~-~!~9.~~-nc:r__an.£j2l,P;_~:tt_o:g, _____ _ 
,_-·~~·,=;==c-c;c ··:-:::--una'fac't'er:r-s~J::cs:oi'~seJ:ecte"ct'"Sa:mpi"E{s--=or''"speecn-from-Tliree--xmer"ic-a.n--------·-
Dialect Regions; ~Journal of Speech and Hearing Disorders, (March, 
1951)' 18::78...83. 
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identification scores were 96 per cent for nine General American 
subjects, 92 per cent for ll Southern American subjects, and 90 
per cent for seven Eastern American subjects. The mean acceptabile 
ity scores were General American 90 per cent, Southern American 
30 per cent, and Eastern American 90 per cent. Hanley1 s conclusion 
in relation to this survey was a trend which suggested 1~ ••• larger 
end-phrase and smaller with in phrase inflections, also smaller 
1/ 
shifts of frequency for the Eastern American group.tll -
Judging 
Several of the previous researchers raised the question of how 
reliable the average teacher was as an evaluator of speech dis~ 
orders. The only study the writer found in relation to this pro-
. 2/ 
blem was one done by Elinor HorWitz Perrin. - She concluded, 
"This study suggested that trained and untrained observers would 
usually make similar comparisons of the severity of the speech 
ef children with functional articulation defects ••• There were 
many inconsistancies in marking shown by members of both groups. 
1/ T. D. Hanley, op. cit., p. 92. 
2/ Elinor Horwitz Perrin, ttThe Rating of Devective Speech by 
Trained and Untrained Observers, ~Journal of Speech and Hearing 
Disorders, (March, .1954), 19:48~51. 
3/ Ibid, p. 56. 
2/ 
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CHA.PTER III 
PRCXJEDURE 
Selection of Dialect Regions 
The six states which comprise the New England region are dive 
ided into two major dialect regions. These two regions are the 
Western and Eastern New England dialect regions. The two regions 
are separated by a lone of demarcation extending south along the 
eastern crest of the Green Mountains and the.eastern side of the 
Conn~cticut River t'o Long Island Sound. The map (Appendix A) show-
ing the two dialect regions is drawn from a similar map appeaning 
in tl!An Introduction to the Phonetics of American English, t- by Charles 
1/ 
K. Thomas. 
Selection of Towns 
The three towns finally selected were chosen for the following 
reasons: (1) location within one of the two dialect regions ef 
New England; (2) of sufficient size to give a representative sam~ 
pling for the region; (.3) willingness of the high school prin-
cipals to coeperate in the survey; (4) within easy communicati®n 
and commuting distance of Boston. The towns selected were Green~ 
field, Massac1lusetts, and Ellswort~ and Bar RarborJ Maine. 
1/ Charles K. Thomas, An Introduction to the Phonetics of · 
Americal English, The Ronald Press Co., 1947, New York, p. 145. 
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Selection of Students 
A representative sampling of two hundred or more students was 
felt to be ample for this type af survey. Actually two hundred and 
seventy-three students initially participated in the survey. No 
attempt was made to attain an even distribution of students by sex 
er age. Neither was there an attempt made to match the students 
according t® intelligence, body structure, maturation age, chronol0gi-
cal age, or economic and social standing. The maturation of the 
student was ·Ronsidered, and the survey was thus limited to the eleven ... 
th and twelfth grades. 
The three high schools selected provided a total of two hundred 
and fifty~two students for the final analysis of voice quality, 
pitch and duration disorders. 
Town 1 is located on the eastern fringe of the Western New Ehge 
land dialect region. A total of one hundred and thirty ... four voices 
were recorded. One hundred and twenty~one were selected for the 
final analysis. This total included fifty~seven boys with an age 
range of 15~9 to 17~11 and sixty-four girls with an age range of 
15 .... 1 tG 18...,9. 
The other two towns ( 2A-2B ) are located in the Eastern New 
England dialect region and adjoin each other. A total of one hun ... 
dred and thirty-nine voices were recorded in these two towns. One 
hundred and thirty~ne were selected for the final analysis. Of 
this total sixty-eight were boys and sixty~three were girls. The 
age range for the boys was 15-7 to 19~6 and for the girls the age 
lB 
====lf==== 
range was 15-9 to 20~1. 
Eighty~two voices were recorded in Town 2A (Ellsworth). Seventye 
nine were selected for use in this survey. Thirty~eight were boys 
ranging in age from 15~7 t® 19~6, and forty~®ne were girls ranging 
in age from 15-9 t0 20~1. 
A total of fiftyeseven voices were recorded in Town 2B (Bar Harbor). 
From this total thrity-boys and twenty-tw® girls voices were selec~ 
ted for analysis. The age range for the boys was 16-9 t® 19-3, 
and for the girls the age range was 15~9 to 19~5. 
Construction of the Data Sheets 
Three data sheets were constructed and used for the gathering 
ef information for this survey. The first data sheet (Appendix B) 
was constructed to establish the students claim to being a repre~ 
sentative individual for his dialect regi®n. The second data sheet 
(Appendix D) was used by the judges for evaluating the students 
pitch and duration disorders. The third data sheet (Appendix E) 
is similar to the second in form, but it was used to judge the 
eight major voice quality disorders. 
The first data sheet was sent to the schools in advance of the 
date on which the recordings were made. The information asked for 
en this f 0rm was : 
1. Name and date 
2. Date of birth 
3 • Birthplace 
4. Schools attended and number of years 
5. Residential address and number of 
C-~-"=--'--:::cc:=-=== ---------- ·------=.--=:.__::_--=-o.·"'·-:o::-::=-==c=-:-."'-:-"'-=c,-c= "-"'""=---~=~=~~13,_=-::.=--.:oc:=:---.-:..-c-:"-.~-~,---==-:-.=--_--c::-:.:-=7:-c.=-:===-==-= _- -=-=---=-=c-= -===--=----"'=: 
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Selectien 0f Test Material 
The test material (Appendix C) was selected because it was 
Within the reading and interest level ef the high scho®l students. 
1/ 
The test paragraphs which were developed by Garland - were typed 
and enclosed in a clear plastic binder. 
Administratien ®f the Test 
The test was administered in the classroom of the participat-
ing students. The physical setup ef the equipment was similar 
in all cases., 
Prier te the te'sting ®f a class, the students were t®ld the 
purpese ef the survey and the cenditions which were necessary f®r 
the making ®f a g®od tape recording. 
The student called up t® the fr0nt ®f the r®®m sat drown at a 
table facing away fr®m the rest ®f the class by an angle ef appree 
ximately sixty degrees. This was d®ne te make the student feel 
m®re at ease and to reduce the pick~up ®f backgr0und neises by the 
micr®phene. The fellewing procedure with minor variations of types 
®f questions asked and rotation of the outline data was used with 
each student·; 
1. The selection data sheet was checked f®r accuracy 
and completeness. 
2. A check fer the pr0per placement of the micr®phmne 
and intensity level was made. 
3.. The pupil was asked if he came fr®m a bi-lingual h®me. 
I 
I 
I 4. The pupil was ·asked if he had a c0ld or severe illness I , within the last month. 
Jl S. ~~~J!~~p,s_ JV.~re ,M_k:~,d .. J!1JLthe_ :to~~ng,_7:J?~Jl:h_c_s,;=;·===-" ==";:..:cJt=-c=.-:=~=, 
-- -= ll ~~=-~-~~;:~-s-~~~- ~~--;::~~~~~- ~~.- :~-t .-.- ~~-- 18 .- II 
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a. sports d. TV and radio 
b. hobbies e. travel 
c. school subjects 
6. The pupil was then handed the test material and asked 
te read it at his normal rate and intensity. 
Any questions which arose during the reading of the test mater-
ial were cheerfully and willingly answered by the tester. These 
questions were usually on the pronunciation or meaning of words. 
For a class of from eighteen to twenty students the overall 
time for giving the test was usually a full class period. The 
average times for a student t@ read the test paragraphs was ape 
proximately a minute and a half. 
Test Equipment 
A Bell tape recorder Model RT~65B, thre~ speededual track, 
manufactured by the Bell Seund System, Inco, of Columbus, Ohio, 
was used for the taping of students voices. This tape recorder 
had th~ following specif~c~t~ons: frequency response for ?~l/2 
I.P.S .• was 70 te B,ooo c.p.s.; power output 3.5 watts; speaker 
six inch heavy duty PM, 8 watt capacity, 3.2 ohm voice coil; micro-
phone Electr®~voice Model 9l5 crystal; the recording level indica~ 
tor was a neon bulb; the wow and flutter for ?~l/2 I.P.S. was .5% 
average .7% peaks. No response curve was available for this mach-
ine. The manufacturer recommended a setting of from 5 to 6 on the 
velume control and 5 on the tone control for the optimum rec®rding 
of V®ices. 
--
Selecti®h of the Judges 
The judges were senior undergraduate sutdents and graduate 
students majoring in speech correction. The qualifications of 
the judges were: 
l. The undergraduate judges had a lllJ.nJ.mum of two years 
experience as speech clinicians at the speech and hearing 
center. 
2. The graduate students had at least one year ®f exper-
ience as a speech clinician at the-speech and hearing center, 
or one year of teaching experience. 
Judging 
Two judging sheets were used by the judges to evaluate the 
speakers voice. The first judging sheet (Appendix D) contained 
the eight standard subdivision of pitch and duration disorders. 
This judging sheet did not contain intensity disorders because 
the tape recordings were made primarily for an analysis of voice 
21 
quality disorders. A constant setting of the V®lume control dial 
would have resulted in the overloading of the tape recorder and 
distorti®n of the speaker 1 s voice. When the judges listened t® 
the pitch and duration disorders, they were asked to note all the 
disorders which they thought applied to the speakert~ voice. 
On the second judging sheet (Appendix E) the judges were asked 
to note the presence of one or all of the foll®wing eight veice 
quality dis®rders; breathy, raspy, hoarse, strident, muffled, 
harsh, nasal and denasal quality. The judges indicated the degree 
of voice quality severity as being either mild (m) er severe (s). 
The definitions for the voice quality disorder terms are those used 
22 
l/ 2/ 1/ 
by Van Riper, -Fairbanks, - and Holmes. 
The playback of the recordings took place in a small unseund~ 
proofed speech therapyr®om. The tape recorder was placed on a 
table about three feet from-the judges. The same settings which 
were used in the recording of the students were used f®r the paly~ 
back ef the tapes. The judges were told to mark the judging sheets 
according to the instr~ctions appearing on the sheet. They were 
then asked if they understeod all of the voice disorder terms ap~ 
pearing on the two judging sheets.. If they did net understand a 
voice dis0rder term, the definition fer this term was discussed 
by the judges and the writer. 
The judges were then asked to listen to the tape recording and 
judge the speakerrs V®ice for vmice dis0rders.-
The tapes were played back in a random sequence, and the judges 
were not t®ld in which dialect area the recording was made. 
~/ Charles Van Riper, ®p. cit., p. 277-339. 
2/ Grant Fairbanks; Voice and Articulation Drillbook, Harper 
and~rethers, New York, 1940, p. 201~217. 
- . 
3/ F. Lincsln D .. Holmes, ·A Handbo®k·of Voice"and Diction, 
Appieton-Century-Cr®fts, Inc., New York; 1940, p. 111~127. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
This chapter presents an analysis of the survey data on the 
occurrence of VCDice quality disorders and pitch and duration dis~ 
erders am®ng the students ®f three New England high schools. 
Vmice Quality Analysis 
The analysis of voice quality disorders presented in this chap-
ter was one of ~ive done 0n the survey data. All five analyses 
indicated a similar trend f®r the ®ccurrence of VQice quality dis-
orders. The thesis analysis is considered the more reliable analyM 
sis because it takes into consideration that all of the judges noted 
the presence of a specific quality disorder. Although they may n~t 
have agreed en the degree ®f severity 0f the disorder, they nevere 
theless did agree on the presence of a mild ®r severe voice quality 
disorder. 
The voice quality diserders were evaluated as being mild (m) ®r 
I 
II 
severe (s) on the foll0wing basis! one, a numerical weight ®f ®ne 
was given to each specific mild voice quality dise>rder note d by a 
judge; two, a numerical weight of two was given to each specific 
severe voice quality disorder noted by a judge; three, the t®tal 
]I numerical sum possible was. the produc~ of two times the numer of 
judges evaluating the speakerfs voice; four, tJ;ie numerical e qui,_. 
II 
I 
l II 
II 
I valent f®r judging whether or not the student had a mild or severe I 
I - . I ~,_,~~~O"·r=·-c·.~~C.O,.•c.~•=·-~"-COO'~~~~-·c.·~~~---=~~·~oo.·~~OC~C0~~-~-~---~-~~=·]1 
I • 11 
II 
il 
!! 
quality diserder was the sum ®f the mild and severe numerical 
sums; five, if this numerical equivalent was greater than 5o 
per cent but less than 75 per cent ef the tetal numerical sum 
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possible, the speakerls veice was evaluated as being a mild quality 
disorder; six, if the numerical equivalent was 75 per cent 0f m®re 
ef the tetal numerical sum possible the speaker 1s veice was evalua-
ted as a severe quality disorder. 
A breakdown ®f the percentage distribution and the number ef 
persons or cases with a mild er severe voice quality disorder 
agreed on by the judges is presented in table ®ne through six. 
Table I presents the percentage and number of pers®ns with 
mild and severe veice quality disorders for the c®mbined dialect 
regiens as well as the tewns. The ratio ef pers®ns With mild 
quality diserders t0 persons with severe quality dis<Drders is 
almost 3 t® 2 in T®wn l. In T®wns 2A-2B the ratie is slightly 
more than 3 t® 2. F®r the cG>mbined regicms the ratio.,is 3 t® 2. 
Table 1., 
TG>wn 
1 
2A-2B 
Percentage and Number of Persons with Mild 
and Severe V®ice Quality Dis®rders Accord-
ing to Towns 
% 
2L5% 
28.2% 
Mild 
26 
37 
Severe 
% 
15~7% 
18.3% 
19 
24 
~~ 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I' il 
I' 
II 
I. 
'I 
I 
·I 
II 
I 
II 
I 
I 
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The percentage fer beth mild and se~ere V©ice quality dis®rders 
f®r the c©mbined dialect regions is 42.1 per cent. F0r voice 
. 1/ 
quality alone Graland reports a percentage ef 09.0 per cent. -
Carhart reported 04.7 per cent of the boys and girls had voice 
. 2/ 
quality pro b lerns • -
The second table gives the percentage · and number of hoys and 
girls having mild and severe V®ice quality disorders. The per-
centages and number of persons indicates the girls had m®re dif-
ficulties than. the boys in both dialect regi®nso 
Table 2. · Percentage and Number of B<l>ys and Girls Having 
Mild ®r Severe Voice ~ality Diserders According 
t® Towns 
Town 
% 
1 15.8% 
2A-2B 25.0% 
T®tal 20.8% 
Beys 
9 
17 
26 
Girls 
% 
26.6% 17 
31.6% 20 
37 
Severe 
Boys Girls 
% % 
08.'8% 5 21.9% 
17.6% l2 12 
13.6% 17 20.5% 26 
Table 2 reveals the difference between the boys and girls in 
Town 1 is greater than in Towns 2A~2B. In Town l the ratio ®f 
I 
II 
i! ,, 
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but the percentage and number of persons spread between the boys 
and the girls is much less. 
Garlandt s survey reported percentages of 08.51 and 04.27 
- . 
fer boys, and 03.77 and Ol.89 for girls With mild and severe 
"l/ 
voice quality disorders.-
The percentage and number of cases for each specific type 
of mild voice quality disorder is presented in Table 3. The 
occurrence of nasality was significantly greater in the boys and 
girls of Towns 2A-2B. The perc~ntage ratio between the boys of 
Town l and Towns 2A-2B for nasality was l to 4, and for the girls 
the ratio was l to 10. Breathiness predominated in the girls 
voices in both dialect regions. The percentage of boys having 
raspiness was the same in both regions, 08.8 per cent. 
Table 3. Percentage and Number of Cases of Boys and 
Girls with Specific Types of Mild Voice 
Quality Disorders According to Towns 
Quality Town l 
Disorder Boys Girls 
% No. % Ne. 
Breathy Ol.8 l 17 .. 2 ll 
Raspy 08.8 5 06.3 4 
Hoarse 
Strident 
Muffled 
Harsh 
il 
il I\ 
li li 
II I' IlL !I 
27 \1 
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I Table 4 gives the percentage and number of cases of boys and il 
I girls with specific types of mild voice quality disorders for the l 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
I 
I 
II I 
I 
I 
II II 
! 
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combined dialect regions. The breathy disorder was the most 
frequently n0~ed disorder in the girls voices. The raspy and 
nasal disorders were the most frequently neted mild quality 
disorders in the boys voices. However, ~asality was common to 
both boys and girls by a ratio of l to l. The combined figures 
for both reveals that the nasal (22 cases), breathy (l9 cases), 
and raspy (l5 cases) qualities wer~ the predominant mild voice 
quality disorders. 
Table 4. 
Quality 
Disorder 
Breathy 
Raspy 
Hoarse 
Strident 
Muffled 
Harsh 
Nasal 
Dena sal 
Total 
Percentage and Number of Cases of Boys and Girls 
with Specific Types of Mild Voice Quality Dis~ 
orders for the Combined Dialect Regions 
Boys Girls Both 
% No. % Nc. % N®. 
00~8 l l4~2 l8 07.5 l9 
08.8 ll 03.2 4 o6.o l5 
... .... 
02~4 3 OL2 3 
00~8 l 00~8 l 00.8 l 
OL6 2 00~8 l OL2 3 
08~8 ll 08~7 . ll 08~7 22 
00.8 l oo.8 l oo .. 8 2 
2l.6 27 30.9 39 26.2 66 
Table 5 presents the percentage and number of cases of boys 
.~f . . 
and girls with specific types of severe voice quality disorders 
I 
I 
·I 
l1 
I 
,, 
li 
! 
I II according to towns. Nasality again occurred more often in the boys ll 
11 and girls from Towns 2A ... 2B. The ratio between the girls ®f Town l jd 
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and Towns 2A-2B with severe breathiness was 2 to l. 
Table 5. Percentage and Number of Cases of Boys and Girls 
with Specific Types of Severe Voice Quality 
Disorders According to Towns. 
Quality 
Disorders 
Breathy 
Raspy 
Hoarse 
Strident 
Muffled 
Harsh 
Nasal 
Denasal 
Tetal 
Town 1 
Boys Girls 
% Nfi>. % N®. 
09~4 6 
01.8 1 03.1 2 
03.1 2 
07.0 4 06~3 4 
01~6 l 
08.8 5 23.5 15 
Towns 2A .... 2B 
Beys Girls 
% No. % No. 
o4:4 3 o4:B 3 
o4 .. 4 3 01.6 l 
OL5 l 03.2 2 
01:5 l 
o1:5 l 
01.4 5 12 .. 7 8 
"" 
20.7 l4 22.3 l4 
Table 6 presents the percentage and number of cases of boys 
and girls with specific types of severe voice quality disorders 
for the combined dialect regions. Severe nasality occurred slightly 
more often in the girls than in the boys; the ratio was 4 to 3. 
Breathiness occurred three times as often in the girls and stridency 
was noted as occurring four times as often as in the boys. The 
three most frequently noted voice quality disorders for both were 
21 cases of nasality, 12 cases of breathiness and seven cases of 
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~~~I. raspiness; the order of decreasing frequency of occurrence of severe jl' 
disorders was the same as for mild disorders. 
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Table 6. Percentage of Number of Cases of Boys and Girls 
with Specific Types of Severe V0ice Quality 
Disorders for the Combined Dialect Regions 
Quality Boys Girls BG>th 
Disorders % N®. % N®. % N®. 
Breathy 02~4 3 07~1 9 o4.8 12 
Raspy 03.2 4 02.4 3 02.8 7 
Hoarse 
strident 00~8 l 03.2 4 02.0 5 
Muffled 00.8 l 00~4 l 
Harsh 00.8 l 00~4 l 
Nasal 07.2 9 09~8 12 08~3 21 
Denasal oo.8 l oo .. 4 l 
Total 15.2 19 22.9 29 . 19.1 48 
Pitch and Duration Analysis 
The judges were asked only to note the presence of the pitch 
and duration disorders and not the severity of the disorder. This 
was done in order that the judges could give their maximum attention 
to the voice quality disorders. A student was evaluated as having 
a pitch or duration disorder if a majority of the judges n0ted the 
disorder. 
Table 7 presents the percentage and number of cases of boys 
and girls with pitch and duration disorders according to towns. 
The boys and girls from Town l had more pitch and duration dis-
orders than the boys and girls from Towns 2A:.-2B. The ratio betwee:ro. 
the boys of Town l and Towns 2A-2B with staccat® rate disorders was 
l to 3. The inflexible pitch disorder occurred the most frequently 
1 
in both towns. However, the percentages indicate a greater frequency 
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®f infleJd.bility in Town 1 than in T®wns 2A ... 2B. The rati®"for the II ' 
~~~~~ b®ys with inflexible pitch was 3 to 2, and for the girls the rati® 
was 4 te 3. 
e ~~ 
II Table 7. Percentage and Number ®f Cases of B0ys and Girls 
I with Pitch and Duration Disorders Acc0rding to 
I Towns I· I 
,, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
II 
II 
I 
,, 
I' 
II 
Town 1 Towns 2A.;.2B 
Diserders B®ys Girls Beys Girls 
% N®o % N®. % N®. % No. 
Too High 01~8 1 09.4 6 06.3 4 
Too Low 01~8 1 ... oL.5 1 
Inflexible 63.2 36 42.2 27 45.6 31 34.9 22 
TE>o Flexible ., .,.. 
"" 
I Fereign Int®nati®n ... 
"" Fast Rate 21~1 12 18.8 12 08~8 6 22~2 l4 II 
I 
I 
Sl0w Rate 03~6 2 13~2 9 o6~3 4 
Staccato Rate 10,_8 6 07.8 .5 27.9 19 01.6 1 
T<Dtal Cases 102.3 .58 78.2 .5o 97.0 66 66.1 4.5 
Table 8 presents the percentage and number ®f cases mf b®ys and 
girls With pitch and duration disorders for the cembined dialect re~ 
gi®ns. The b0ys had m®re cases <Df inflexible pitch disorders by a 
ratie' ®f 9 to 7. The ratio ®f cases between the b®ys and girls fG>r 
staccato rate disorders was 4 t0 1. The girls had more cases of 
fast rate diserders than the b®ys by a ratie ®f 3 t® 2. The three 
m®st frequently n®ted pitch and duration disorders fer b®th were 
116 cases of inflexible pitch, 44 cases of fast rate and 31 cases 
®f staccato rate disorders. 
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Table 8. 
Dis0rders 
T0o High 
To® Lew 
Inflexible 
Teo Flexible 
Fa>reign 
Int®nati<im 
Fast Rate 
Sl®w Rate 
Staccat<D Rate 
Total Cases 
ii ,, 
n ,, 
lj 
(I 
=-JI 
==----r!::=====r----
Percentage and Number of Cases of Boys and I 
Girls with Pitch and Durati®n Disorders fer j 
the Combined Dialect Regiens 11 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
BCDys Girls Beth 
% N@• % N®~ % N&>. 
00~8 1 07.9 10 o4~4 11 
OL6 2 ... 00~8 2 
53.6 67 38.6 49 46 .. 0 ll6 
... 
14~4 18 20~5 26 l7~5 44 
08~8 11 03 ~2 4 06~0 15 
20.0 25 o4.7 6 12.3 31 
99.2 124 74.9 95 87 .. 0 219 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
The survey investigated the occurrence of voice disorders in 
252 students from three New England high schools. The students 
were selected on the basis of having been permanent residents 
of their respective dialect regions. The voices of the selected 
students were recorded in their respective classrooms. The tape 
recordings were later analyzed by from three to five senior under-
graduate students or graduate students majoring in speech 
correction. The judging data was then weighted for mild and 
severe voice disorders, and this weighted data became the basis 
for the final analysis of voice quality disorders and pitch and 
duration disorders. 
Conclusions for Voice Quality Disorders 
The analysis of voice quality disorders for the New England 
region indicated a predominance of the nasal disorder. There 
was no significan difference for boys and girls with nasal dis-
orders. However, more than three times as many girls and twice 
as many boys had nasal disorders in Towns 2A~2B as in Town 1. 
The survey revealed that more girls than boys had voice 
quality disorders; the ratio was· 3 to 2 for both mild and severe 
disorders. The spread between the boys and girls with voice 
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quality disorders was greater in the Western New England dialect 
region. 
When the boys from the two dialect regions are compared it is 
noted that the Western New England boys have fifty per cent fewer 
quality disorders. When the girls from the two dialect regions 
are compared there is no significant difference. 
The breathy disorder occurred seven times oftener in the girls 
voices than in the boys. When ·the towns are compared the girls 
from Town l have almost twice as many breathy disorders as the 
girls from Towns 2A-2B. 
The raspy disorder was noted as occurring twice as often in 
the boys. When the boys from Town l were compared to the boys 
from Towns 2A-2B the ratio for raspiness was 2.to 3. 
The three most frequently reported voice quality diserders 
for the New England region were 44 (17%) students with nasality, 
31 (12%) ~tudents with breathiness, and 22 (09%) students with 
raspiness. 
Conclusions for Pitch and Duration Disorders 
A total of 116 (46%) of the 252 students taking part in the 
survey had inflexible pitch disorders. The second and third m0st 
frequently reported pitch and duration disorders were 44 (17%) 
students with a too fast rate anQ3l (12%) students with a staccato 
rate disorder. 
The inflexible pitch disorder occurred more often in the 
boys by a ratio of 7 to 5. The ratio of 3 to 2 is noted when 
the boys from Town l are compared to the boys from Towns 2A-2B. 
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The same trend is noted in the girls but the ratio drops to 4 to 3. 
When the boys and girls are compared for fast rate the ratio 
is 3 to 4. When Town 1 is compared to Towns 2A-2B there is ne 
significant difference between the girls, but the ratio for the 
boys is 2 to l. 
The staccato rate disorders occurred four times as often in 
the boys. The staccato rate disorder ratio is 1 to 3 between 
the boys of Town 1 and Towns 2A-2B. 
The boys in both dialect regions (Table 7) had higher tetal 
per cents for pitch and duration disorders. For Town 1 the per-
centage spread between the obys and girls was 24 per cent. The 
percentage spread between the boys and girls 0f Towns 2A-2B was 
31 per cent. 
Limitations of the Survey 
Two limitations in respect to judging were; one, no cor-
relation was made of the judges t0 correctly identify each 
specific voice dis0rder, tw®, a variable number of judges were 
used in judging the students voice. 
The close proximity of the dialect regions may also have 
influenced the conc.lusions of the survey .. 
The recording equipment was of the type which is generally 
found in the home and as such is not the best media for this 
type of research. 
A final limitation of the survey may be the limited number 0f 
students participating .. 
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3.5 
Future Research 
Future research is needed on the occurrence of voice quality 
disorders in the elementary school, and in the junior and senior 
high schools. This would be aided materially if the presently 
completed surveys on voice disorders were assimilated into one 
source. The unpublished thesis in this area of speech if cata.,. 
logued would be ®f benefit to the researcher. 
A survey of voice quality disorders between rural and urban 
people is needed. 
An additional survey would be to conduct a study of selected 
occupations for voice quality disorders. 
The phonetic.ian should investigate the relationship of specific 
phoneme in the various dialects to the occurrence of voice quality 
disorders. 
A study should be made of the ability of untrained and trained 
observers to evaluate voice quality disorders. 
The psycholegy field has investigated the relationship of 
personality to V®ice quality. If some of this data could be 
absorbed in the speech field greater progress would result. 
A specific case would be~ can a person judging an individuals 
vmice through the playback of a recording evaluate the speaker's 
voice for quality disorders? We know he can, but does this 
-· 
evaluation vary from the live situation? Does the knGwledge of a 
personality, nationality, social or economic status significantly 
affect the evaluation of the speaker's voice? 
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\I voice quality by making a historical analysis of music scores. 
II A similar study could be done with literature and theatri-
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11 cal writings, 
I A study should be made of research being done in related 
areas of industry in its attempt to develop equipment which 
1 will. give the optimum reproduction of the hLunan voice. 
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EASTERN lEfll E:NGUN) 
·DIAlECT REGION ~='> 
EAST OF THE CREST OF 
THE GREEN MOUNl'AINS 
AID EAST OF THE CONN<> 
RIVER 
I NfORiJAT I ON TO DCTEik: HlE REG I OfJ OF EiiRL Y SCHOOL I \JG (FOR STUD'ilrJG VO I GE llUAU TV) 
rJ1~ME. ______________ _ 
B I R"tHPLACE._ __ t... · ---------
~ PRESENT HOME ADDRESS 
-----------------
GRAMMER SCHOOLS ATTENDED: 
.PLACE 
Fl RST_ ----------------
SECOND_. _____________ _ 
THIRD------------------------~----
HIGH SCHOOLS ATTENDED: 
PLACE 
Fl RST ________ ...._ _____ _ 
SECOND----------------------------
THIRD._ ____________________ ~------
DATE., ________ _ 
DATE OF BIRTH __________ _ 
NOo OF 
YEARS=-~----~·--==-==~~ 
NO. OF \'EARS 
-------------~----
--------------------
NO. OF YEARt 
------·~ '·-·-~-.,.-c;-;!-<>•"1 
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ROCKET RIDE 
The giant rockets which the Army Air Forces have been 
testing may some day be used for travel instead of destruction. 
. . 
Some of the large rockets h~ve already reached a speed of 
three thousand miles per hour and a d·istance of one hundred 
miles above the earth. They are shot through the air by 
touching off an explosion of alcohol and liquid oxygen. 
Scientists have been. thi"nking for a long time about 
machines that would reach either the moon or Mars, or both. 
Now, in the Atomic Age, they may have the chance to watch their 
dreams come true -vdth rockets aided by jet engines and atomic 
power. 
The fuel problem, that was surely one of the hardest 
problems, may be easily solved. They have discovered that up 
in the ether zone the pull of gravity is less, and once the 
rocket is up high enough there is nothing to check the speed; 
therefore it will not need much fuel to keep going. 
Just imagine, scientist will some day have the pleasure 
of seeing a rocket ship go zooming up to Mars. But they wish 
to smooth out at least one more thing before they finish: 
How are they going to get back? 
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